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Abstract 

In aerospace engineering, design and optimization of mechanical structures are usually performed with respect 
to elastic limit. Besides causing insufficient use of the material, such design concept fails to meet the ever growing 
needs of the light weight design. To remedy this problem, in the present study, a shakedown theory based numeri-
cal approach for performing parametric optimization is presented. Within this approach, strength of the structure 
is measured by its shakedown limit calculated from the direct method. The numerical method developed for the 
structural optimization consists of nested loops: the inner loop adopts the interior point method to solve shake-
down problems pertained to fixed design parameters, while the outer loop employs the genetic algorithm to find 
optimal design parameters leading to the greatest shakedown limit. The method established is first verified by the 
classic plate-with-a-circular-hole example, and after that it is applied to an airtight module for determining few key 
design parameters. By carefully analyzing results generated during the optimization process, it is convinced that the 
approach can become a viable means for designing similar aerospace structures.
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1 Introduction
In aerospace engineering, the goals of reducing the 
launch costs and allowing multiple landers to be pack-
aged on a single launch vehicle become urgent [1], 
therefore, the demand for lightweight structure is rising 
rapidly. In the design process of spacecraft, the tradi-
tional elastic limit rule and its affiliated relax factors are 
frequently used. Due to the intrinsic conflict between 
weight and loading capacity, this approach often leads 
to an unacceptable overall weight [2–5]. Although reus-
able spacecraft can significantly reduce the cost for space 
travel which makes it a clear trend for future develop-
ment, the corresponding evaluation criteria of the struc-
tural reliability are still somehow missing [6]. Therefore, 

it is particularly important to establish a new design and 
evaluation approach customized for lightweight struc-
tures appeared in reusable spacecrafts. To this end, the 
shakedown theory could be a viable means since it is 
well recognized and has been implemented in numerous 
codes related to strength and safety assessment. Accord-
ing to Melan’s renowned shakedown theorem, the maxi-
mum load bearing capacity of a structure can be obtained 
without following the entire load history. For this reason, 
the method is also named as direct method (DM) [7–9]. 
In DM, the plastic limit and shakedown limit, where the 
former one can be regarded as a particular case of the 
latter one, correspond to thresholds of plastic failure of 
a structure subjected to monotonic and cyclic loading, 
respectively.

When designing structures used in spacecrafts, com-
plicated part geometries always lead to an inhomogene-
ous stress distribution. As a consequence, if in the whole 
structure the stress level is required to be well below the 
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yield limit, geometrical parameters have to be selected 
very carefully. Despite its simplicity in practice, such 
design concept is neither necessary nor efficient. This 
is because, on the one hand, local stress exceeding the 
yield stress does not mean that the structure completely 
loses its loading capacity, while on the other hand, adopt-
ing such a design concept would entail an unaccepta-
ble structural weight. For these reasons, one viable way 
to attain a desired strength-to-weight ratio is to change 
design criterion from elastic limit to shakedown limit.

Calculating shakedown limit by DM requires solv-
ing large scale nonlinear convex optimization problems 
which are computationally expensive to be solved [10–
12]. This prevents the method from being prevalently 
adopted as a standard technique for assessing the struc-
tural strength in engineering practices. In early years, 
optimization problem entailed by DM have to be first 
converted to linear ones and then solved by linear pro-
gramming techniques such as Simplex [13]. It is only 
until early 90s when the interior-point method (IPM) 
[14, 15] becomes matured that these problems can be 
solved by nonlinear programming algorithms [16]. One 
major advantage of the IPM is that, compared to active 
set methods such as sequential quadratic programming, 
it avoids the problem of selecting active constraints. 
Meanwhile, generally IPM requires only few iterations to 
converge [17]. Due to these merits, IPM is employed in 
many commercial optimization software such as CPLEX, 
LOQO, Mosek, IPOPT, and Gurobi, and some of these 
software have been successfully adopted to solve DM 
problems [9, 11, 18–20].

Limited by the computational effort to solve the 
large-scale optimization problem, shakedown analysis 
is rarely used in conjunction with structural optimiza-
tion algorithms. To the best knowledge of the authors, 
most existing researches focus on analyzing parametric 
sensitivities. For instance, Yang [21] proposed a revised 
sequential quadratic programming algorithm with an 
active-constraint set strategy to solve shakedown prob-
lems, and by studying various straight pipelines and pipe 
elbows with this method, the failure mode and the effect 
of shapes and sizes of typical part-through slots on plas-
tic and shakedown limits were clarified. Sun et  al. [22] 
introduced a numerical method to evaluate the ultimate 
bearing capacity of a semisubmersible brace consider-
ing cyclic wave loads and clarified how load angle, shell 
thickness, stiffener thickness and stiffener spacing influ-
ence the shakedown limit. Chen et  al. [23] investigated 
the impact of few parameters, such as the bend radius, 
the pipe’s mean radius and wall thickness on plastic and 
shakedown limits of a 90° pipe under two load cases. 
Zheng and Xuan [24] utilized a direct cycle method to 
study the shakedown limit of perforated thick-walled 

cylinders under cyclic thermo-mechanical loads and 
revealed that the shakedown limits decrease when the 
hole radius becomes larger while the wall becomes thin-
ner, especially when the structure is in an axial com-
pressive state. Cho and Chen [25] assessed the plastic, 
shakedown, and ratchet limits of a 90° back-to-back pipe 
bend structure and performed sensitivity analysis of few 
design parameters using the so-called Linear Matching 
Method (LMM). Peng et al. [26] carried out the limit and 
shakedown analysis by means of the Stress Compensation 
Method (SCM) on 45° piping elbows with various geom-
etries subjected to a steady internal pressure and a cyclic 
in-plane closing, opening and reverse bending moments. 
Based on many calculations it was pointed out that the 
elbows’ design parameters need to be carefully designed 
such that a sufficient margin between two values can 
be attained which prevents unexpected plastic collapse 
during cyclic loads from happening. In the spirit of the 
direct method, Kammoun and Smaoui [27, 28] developed 
a numerical method for solving optimization problems 
where the objective function is to minimize the overall 
weight, and the constraints require stress field to satisfy 
all static conditions within the shakedown theorem.

Although all these works attempted to employ shake-
down limit as an evaluation criterion and based on 
that have successfully established qualitative relation-
ships between design parameters and admissible shake-
down load domains, an optimization tool which allows 
computer to autonomously determine optimal design 
parameters is still missing. For this reason, the goal of 
the present work is to create such a tool to perform para-
metric optimization with respect to the shakedown limit. 
The algorithm for the tool consists of nested loops: the 
inner loop adopts the IPM to solve shakedown problems 
pertained to fixed design parameters, while the outer 
loop seeks for optimal design parameters that lead to 
the greatest shakedown limit. Both in above mentioned 
works and in our own studies [20, 29, 30] it is noticed that 
the sensitivity of the shakedown limit to a certain design 
parameter is neither monotonic nor linear, especially 
when structures own complex geometries. For this rea-
son, if the outer loop employs a gradient-based optimizer, 
it is highly likely that the solver would converge very 
slowly or only to a local minimum. To solve this problem, 
genetic algorithm (GA) is chosen as the optimizer of the 
outer loop. As a derivative-free algorithm, GA evaluates 
only the objective function and does not require any aux-
iliary information. In this study, as we are only interested 
in the application of GA, a well-established GA tool was 
used and more detailed information on theory of GA can 
be found in Refs. [31–34].

The remaining part of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: followed by the introduction, the shakedown 
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theory and its numerical implementation are briefly 
elaborated. Next to that, a shakedown based parametric 
optimization framework is discussed together with strat-
egies to improve both robustness and efficiency of the 
solving process. The validity of the proposed method is 
first examined by the classic plate-with-a-circular-hole 
benchmark example, then it is applied to a manned air-
tight module to study how optimal design parameters 
changes when the objective function switches between 
elastic, plastic and shakedown limit. Finally, based on 
results of these numerical studies, the advantages of 
employing DM over elastic criteria for optimizing design 
parameters and the great potential of the method for 
designing similar aerospace structures would be clarified.

2  Methodology
Before shakedown based parametric optimization 
method is elucidated, the lower bound problem for 
numerical simulation is briefly introduced here.

2.1  Lower Bound Limit and Shakedown Analysis
In the present study, the structure is idealized as an elas-
tic-perfectly plastic material which obeys the von Mises 
yield condition and omits both geometrical nonlinearity 
and ductile damage. Considering a body B without body 
forces and subjected to multiple arbitrary varying loads, 
the total stress field σ(x, t) can be separated into two 
parts: a purely elastic stress σE(x, t) and a residual stress 
ρ(x, t)

where x indicates the position and t indicates the time. 
After the decomposition, equilibrium conditions and 
boundary conditions have the following form:

Here, � is the material body, Ŵ1 is the static boundary, 
n is the surface normal, f A is the surface loading. For 
the given load condition, there exists a load level under 
which although the plastic deformation would take place 
during first few load cycles, within the subsequent pro-
cess the structure behaves purely elastically. This phe-
nomenon is the so-called elastic shakedown. According 
to Melan’s theorem, elastic shakedown happens if a time-
independent residual stress field ρ(x) can be found and 
its superposition with σ E multiplied by α ( α>1) satisfies 
the yield condition at any time t and any point x . Math-
ematical formulation for Melan’ s theorem can be written 
as:

(1)σ(x, t) = σ
E(x, t)+ ρ(x, t),

(2)
equilibrium : ∇ · σ E = 0, ∇ · ρ̄ = 0, in �;
statical B.C.: σ

E · n = f A, ρ̄ · n = 0, on Ŵ1.

where F  stands for the von-Mises yield condition and σY  
is the yield strength, respectively.

When the structure B is simultaneously submitted 
to NL linearly independent varying loads P̂n(x, t) , then 
H(x, t) can be defined as a superposition of these loads:

Here, P̂0n(x) is a time independent loading basis, µ−
n  and 

µ+
n  are the lower and upper bounds of load multiplier µn , 

respectively. A convex load domain with NV = 2NL load 
vertices Pk (k = 1, 2,...,NV) can be constructed. Here NL 
stands for the number of loads and NV the number of 
load vertices. König [35] has proven that for materials 
with a convex yield surface, if the shakedown condition 
is satisfied at all NV load vertices, then for any specific 
load history H within the domain the shakedown state 
will be attained. For this reason, the bearing capacity of a 
structure to multiple time varying loads can be obtained 
by solving following load-path independent optimization 
problem

Here, α is the load factor and σ E(µk) the elastic stress at 
load vertex µk . When two loads are acting on the struc-
ture (NL=2), NV=1 refers to the case when both loads 
vary monotonically and in this circumstance α corre-
sponds to the plastic limit. Moreover, when NV=2 or 4, 
then two loads are time varying. In the former case, two 
loads are dependent and vary proportionally while in the 
latter case, they are independent and vary disproportion-
ally. For both cases, α calculated is the shakedown limit. 
To solve the shakedown problem Eq. (5) more efficiently, 
a reformulation proposed by Akoa et al. [11] is adopted. 
Details of this reformulation can be found in our previ-
ous researches [29, 30] or in the Appendix of this paper.

2.2  Shakedown Based Parametric Optimization
When the load bearing capacity of a structure to multiple 
time-varying loads is considered to be the objective for a 
design. Then in the simplest sense, the structural design 
can be expressed as the following parametric optimiza-
tion problem

(3)F(ασ E(x, t)+ ρ(x)) ≤ σ 2
Y(x), ∀ x ∈ �, ∀t,

(4)
H(x, t) =

NL∑

n=1

P̂n(x, t) =
NL∑

n=1

µn(t)P̂0n(x);

µ−
n ≤ µn ≤ µ+

n .

(5)

maximize
ρ̄,α

α,

subject to ∇ · ρ̄ = 0 , in �;
ρ̄ · n = 0 , on Ŵ1;
F(ασ E(µk)+ ρ̄) ≤ σ 2

Y , ∀k ∈ [1,NV].
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where r stands for a vector of design parameters, f (r) is 
the objective function. In the present study, the design 
objective considered is either the load factor α calculated 
from Eq. (5) or the strength-to-weight ratio η = αSD

/
m 

where m is the overall weight of the structure. For a 
parameterized model characterized by r , elastic stress 
for load vertex µk and the constant residual stress can 
be expressed as σ E(µk, r) and ρ(r) , respectively. Because 
shakedown limit α for design parameters r is calculated 
from Eq. (5), the major difficulty for solving Eq. (6) lies 
in evaluating the objective function: on the one hand, as 
has been figured out in the introduction, α is a nonlin-
ear and non-convex function of r , therefore a global opti-
mum can be only obtained using non-gradient algorithm. 
On the other hand, because the computational effort for 
calculating an α from a given r is enormous, one should 

(6)
maximize

r
f (r),

subject to rmin ≤ r ≤ rmax,

avoid performing unnecessary shakedown calculations 
with respect to similar r ′s . To this end, a pragmatic data-
base-based approach was adopted. In this approach, a 
database is constructed when the optimization process 
starts, and once a trial r is generated, its Euclidean dis-
tance to all existing records will be evaluated. Only when 
this distance is greater than a threshold value, which 
means no similar record can be found, then shakedown 
analysis Eq. (5) will be performed and the newly derived 
results will be added to the database as a new record.

3  Implementation of Shakedown Based Parametric 
Optimization

The flowchart of the proposed nested genetic-gradient 
algorithm for solving the optimization problem Eq. (6) is 
shown in Figure 1, and the procedure can be outlined as 
following steps.

Step 1. Initialization: Create a random initial popula-
tion consisted of 50 r samples lying within predefined 

Figure 1 Flowchart of genetic-gradient coupling algorithm for structure optimization design
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ranges; calculate α corresponds to each r and write them 
to a database. This information is necessary for a warm 
start.

Step 2. Fitness calculation: In GA, the fitness function 
is a combination of objective function and constraints. 
Because all constraints considered in the present work 
are bounds of design variables and the GA optimization 
is performed in the MATLAB GA Toolbox, as a conse-
quence, the objective function and bounds of variables 
are required to be provided separately. Based on this 
information, MATLAB will automatically generate a fit-
ness function and employ it to evaluate the fitness of each 
individual. This way, within each generation, all samples 
are evaluated by the following sub-steps.

a. Examine whether there exists an individual within 
the precision range in terms of the Euclidean dis-
tance. If YES, then read the stored fitness value from 
database, otherwise, go to step b and c.

b. Construct and solve Eq. (14): automatically gener-
ate a new model geometry using the Abaqus Python 
script and solve the shakedown problem Eq. (14) by 
optimization solvers such as Gurobi.

c. The new individual and the corresponding results 
will be written to the database and sent back to the 
main algorithm process simultaneously.

Step 3. Examine the stop conditions and create the next 
generation: The algorithm stops when the average relative 
change in the fitness function value is less than the toler-
ance fixed to 1× 10−6 . If the termination conditions are 
not met, elite individuals are automatically survived to 
the next generation. Besides, the crossover children and 
mutation children are created based on an established 
GA Toolbox of MATLAB.

Step 4. Population re-evaluation: Re-evaluate the fit-
ness of the new population. Go to Step 2 and Step 3 
repetitively until termination conditions are met.

In this study, the computer and software configuration 
is: Dell Precision Tower 5810 Workstation,  Intel®  Xeon® 
CPU E5-1603 v3 @ 2.8 GHz, 128 GB (DDR4 ECC mem-
ory) RAM, Windows 10 Pro (x64),  MATLAB® R2015b, 
Abaqus 2017, Gurobi Optimizer 7.0.1.

4  Test Example of the Proposed Work Flow
A plate with a circular central hole subjected to surface 
tractions is a classic example for shakedown analysis. By 
comparing results we obtained from this example to lit-
eratures, validity of our in-house program for shakedown 
analysis is confirmed in our previous studies [29, 30]. 
Here, this example is used again to test the newly estab-
lished parametric optimization process.

All parameters for this example are illustrated in Fig-
ure  2a. Besides design parameters L1 and L2 , the rest 
dimensions including the diameter D=20 mm and thick-
ness h=2  mm are all treated as constants. Lower and 
upper bounds for L1 and L2 are fixed to 22 and 100 mm, 
respectively. Material properties for this example are 

Figure 2 Sketch and elastic stress fields of plate with a circular 
central hole

Table 1 Material properties for steel in Section 4

E (GPa) ν σY(MPa)

210 0.3 280
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provided in Table  1. Due to symmetry, only 1/4 of the 
geometry is considered, and the structure is only pre-
scribed with Px in order to be simple. The settings of GA 
used in this example can be summarized as follows: the 
maximal number of generation and stall generations are 
set to 200 and 50, respectively. The elite count is 5% of 
the population size. The crossover fraction is 80% and 
the uniform mutation rate is 10%. Initial samples are ran-
domly distributed within the feasible range.

When the model is prescribed with Px , distribution of 
the purely elastic stress σ E under Px are similar to the one 
shown in Figure 2b. The iterative optimization process is 
summarized as Figure  3. According to this figure, after 
evolved for 135 generations and made 6750 function 
evaluations, the optimality condition is eventually met 
and the average change in the fitness value drops below 
10−6 . Optimal design parameters obtained are Lopt1  = 
50.00 mm and Lopt2  = 43.50 mm which corresponds to the 
shakedown limit of Px=178.30 MPa. One can notice from 
Figure  3 that, in the first 70 generations, mean fitness 
values increase steadily; while after that this value expe-
riences only a slight change and the dominant tendency 
is that the interval between minimal and maximal fitness 
becomes smaller. This phenomenon indicates that, if the 
accuracy of the solution is not particularly emphasized, 
the optimality condition can be relaxed to save many iter-
ations and function evaluations.

To examine whether or not the result obtained cor-
responds to the global minimum, the interval for each 
variable ri is evenly meshed to ten grids, and by calcu-
lating α at all 10 × 10 =100 samples, a response surface 
is constructed (Figure  4). Because in this benchmark 
model, both the geometry and load conditions are quite 

simple, the surface appears to be smooth, monotonic and 
convex. Taking this advantage the parametric optimiza-
tion process is performed again using the gradient-based 

Figure 3 Convergence process of the present algorithm

Figure 4 The fitting surface of shakedown factors and its projection
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optimizer IPM for the outer loop, and the optimality 
condition remains the same as GA. Due to the fact that 
giving the same return value to proximity will result in a 
zero derivative, which prevents the IPM from continuing 
the calculation, the IPM here does not utilize the above 
mentioned pragmatic database based approach. Figure 4 
compares trial solutions evaluated by GA and IPM dur-
ing the entire optimization process, while in Table  2 
more detailed information for this comparative study can 
be found.

Analyzing results illustrated in Figure  4 and Table  2, 
following conclusions can be drawn: first, variety of 
samples evaluated by GA is significantly greater than 
IPM. This is because GA emphasizes on exploring the 
entire design domain and it prevents the iterations from 
quickly converging to a local minimum. IPM, in contrast, 
generates an iterative step only based on local informa-
tion, and since α is a smooth convex function of r , the 
algorithms require only few iterations to converge. Sec-
ond, although optimal solutions ropt derived from GA 
and IPM are considerably different, the correspond-
ing shakedown limits α(r) are alike and they differ only 
slightly to the theoretical optimum where [ L1 L2]=[50.0 
50.0] and the shakedown limit is 179.0 MPa. This means 
in this example, both algorithms are capable of finding 
optimal design parameters. Third, although the solution 
obtained by GA and IPM are equivalently good in terms 
of shakedown limit, GA requires a much greater num-
ber of function evaluations (6750/1094 function evalua-
tions without/with pragmatic database-based approach) 
compared to IPM (290 function evaluations). This is 
still because the response surface for the present case 
study is quite particular, and generally such surface will 
not be so smooth and demonstrates a sound convexity. 
For those cases, one can only rely on non-gradient algo-
rithms like GA to search for optimal design parameters. 
To summarize, using the classic plate-with-a-hole model 
as a benchmark, the established numerical tool for solv-
ing shakedown-based optimization problems is critically 
examined, and it is justified to conclude that the method 
can be used to conduct parametric optimizations with 
respect to the shakedown limit.

Table 2 Comparison of the results obtained by GA and IPM

− Number of 
function 
evaluations

Results

L1(mm) L2(mm) α Relative 
error 
(%)

GA 1094 50.00 43.50 1.78 0.50

IPM 290 49.99 48.84 1.79 0.14

Expectation − 50.00 50.00 1.79 −

Figure 5 A typical structure of the airtight module from manned 
spacecraft and its sketch
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5  Optimization Design of a Manned Airtight 
Module

5.1  Description of the Problem
In Figure  5a, a manned airtight module belonging to an 
international space station is illustrated. The module gen-
erally consists of wall panels, connected frames, scuttles 
and other components where the wall panels and con-
nected frames contribute most of the weight. The con-
nected frame structure, which can be seen from Figure 5b, 
is not only used to support the entire structure but also 
designed for realizing some additional functions such as 
installing other equipment. As a consequence, the struc-
tural geometries might cause inhomogeneous stress dis-
tribution which leads to critical stress concentrations. Our 
previous research [20] clarified for this manned airtight 
module how design parameters influence both plastic and 
shakedown limits. In the present study, it will be further 
investigated how to optimize design parameters so as to 
achieve a maximal strength-to-weight ratio. The structure 
is exposed to an internal pressure 0.15 MPa, and after per-
forming elastic analysis it is noticed that the critical region 
lies in the lower corner highlighted in Figure 5b. From this 
region, two dimensions r1 and r2 as depicted in Figure 5b 
are identified as design parameters, while all other dimen-
sions are fixed to constant values. In the original design, 
r1 =7 mm and r2 =8 mm, and for the optimization prob-
lem, range of these parameters are configured as 5 ≤ r1 ≤ 
11 and 6 ≤ r2 ≤ 12, respectively. Material of the manned 
airtight module is the aluminum alloy with properties pro-
vided in Table 3. To perform the parametric optimization, 
the airtight module is created as a parameter driven model 
discretized to quadratic axisymmetric elements CAX4. 
When parameters change within given intervals, number 
of elements vary between 45353–46456 while the nodes 
between 51224–52319.

5.2  Results and Discussion
Same as in the plate-with-a-hole example, interval for each 
design parameter is meshed evenly to 13 grids, and using 
elastic, plastic and shakedown load factors calculated from 
13 × 13=169 grids three response surfaces as shown in Fig-
ure 6 are constructed. Following are some noteworthy phe-
nomena one can notice from these surfaces: First, both the 
elastic and the shakedown surfaces are quite uneven. They 
contain numerous local peaks and valleys, which means 
gradient-based algorithms such as IPM are unsuitable. The 

complexity of these surfaces also discourages the use of 
surrogate models because a large amount of details would 
be lost. Second, surface corresponding to elastic limit is 
far below the plastic and shakedown limits, which means 
under this circumstance the load bearing capacity of the 
material is not exhaustively used. Third, when r1 < 8, r2 
< 7.5, increasing r1 and r2 will lead to a greater structural 
strength. However, once r1 > 8 and r2 > 7.5, although the 
plastic limit increases and saturates, the shakedown limit 
may even decrease and the surface become uneven.

To better understand the optimization process of GA, 
samples for several selected generations are presented in 
the Figure  7. There is a clear trend that the distribution 
gradually becomes narrower. All 50 samples almost overlap 
with each other after evolved for 20 generations, and the 
sample with best fitness values survive to the final genera-
tion. Detailed information of optimization runs are exhib-
ited in Table 4. In this table, besides various strengths, one 
can also find results to the optimization problem employ-
ing the strength-to-weight ratio η as the design objective. 
The convergence process of η can be observed from Fig-
ure 8. One can notice from this figure that it requires 52 
generations in total for η to achieve a converged solution. 
The gap between minimal and maximal fitness narrowed 
rapidly before generation 12, and after 34th generation it 
becomes almost zero. The individual corresponding to 
the global optimum first appears at the generation 18, and 
after generation 35 the distribution of samples are almost 
unvaried—since then until the final 52nd generation only 
slight changes in design variables were made.

As can be seen from the Table  4, structure under 
the original design parameters can already meet the 

Table 3 Material properties used in manned airtight module of 
Section 5

ρ (g/cm3) E (GPa) ν σY (MPa)

2.7 68 0.3 130

Figure 6 Fitting surfaces of plastic limit, shakedown and elastic limit 
factors with respect to two designed parameters
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service requirement of a 0.15  MPa internal pressure. 
However, whether to achieve a greater elastic limit or 
a greater shakedown limit, the two parameters would 
be adjusted to increase parameter a and decrease 
parameter b simultaneously compared to the original 
design. On the other hand, the optimal results under 

plastic limit design almost reaching the upper bound 
of the constraint range, it seems that the more mate-
rial is, the larger the plastic limit load airtight mod-
ule structure can reach. Unsurprisingly, this trend can 
also be seen from Figure  6. However, the relationship 
between strength and weight does not seem to be so 

Figure 7 Population distribution in selected generations of optimization for maximum shakedown load
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straightforward in terms of the shakedown strength, 
which means there exists a desired balance between 
shakedown strength and the structural weight. In addi-
tion, to attain a more advantageous strength-to-weight 
performance, the combination of a = 10.22 and b = 
7.22 mm should be taken into consideration. Although 
this will sacrifice a small amount of the installation 
space in the aerospace vehicle, increasing the wall 
thickness of the key area is still a reasonable solution. 
Since it leads to a decrease of the peak stress presented 
in the connected structure under the frame as shown 
in Figure  9. Figure  9 also compares the distributions 
of von Mises stress for two optimized designs under 
an identical internal pressure of 0.15 MPa. For both 
cases, the critical regions highlighted in the figure are 
the same, while the displacement and stress in optimal 
designs are improved compared to the original design. 
However, what is noteworthy is that there is no clear 
relationship between von Mises stress and shakedown 
load result. As the optimal elastic limit design result in 
the lowest maximum von Mises stress, but the bearing 
capacity is not the optimal solution.

6  Conclusions

(1) The current research presents a method to perform 
design optimization of structures with respect to 
their shakedown limits. Numerically, the numerical 
method developed consisted of nested optimization 
loops. After its validity is intensively tested from 
the classic plate-with-a-hole model, the method is 
applied to optimize design parameters pertained 
to a manned airtight module. Results of this study 
support the idea that shakedown analysis can be 
used in placement of the elastic one when design-
ing components in spacecrafts, since it more objec-
tively reflects the actual load capacity of the struc-
ture.

(2) In addition, this study confirmed that GA is a viable 
means for determining optimal parameters when 
shakedown limits are considered as strength crite-
ria.

(3) Finally, the present work considers only two design 
parameters and one objective value, in our future 

Table 4 Optimization results of manned airtight module and the associated load limit factors

− Generations Results Computing 
time (h)

a(mm) b(mm) m(kg) α

Elastic limit (EL) 79 9.17 7.45 651.68 0.69 8.76

Plastic limit (PL) 76 11.00 12.00 663.09 1.56 182.47

Shakedown (SD) 71 11.00 7.09 655.14 1.40 211.30

Ratio η 52 10.22 7.22 653.62 2.13 ×  10−3 167.63

Original design − 7 8 647.85 0.65 for EL −
1.30 for PL

1.30 for SD

Figure 8 Convergence process of η and its associated design parameters
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researches the algorithm elaborated will be extend 
to design problems containing more design param-
eters and multi-objectives, such that the method 
can be used to solve problems emerged from real 
engineering practices.

Appendix

Formulation of the Lower Bound Problem 
for Numerical Simulation
We consider a structure discretized into NE elements with 
a total of NK nodes and NG Gaussian points. Each ele-
ment has NGK nodes and NGE Gaussian points. Then, the 

following Eq. (7) can be derived by noticing that the vir-
tual work contribution does not contain self-equilibrated 
residual stress ρ related part, i.e., ρ is not doing any virtual 
work.

Here, wij is referred to as the weight factor of Gaussian 
point j in element i, J  is the Jacobian matrix, B is dubbed 
the strain-displacement matrix, δu is a variation of vir-
tual displacement and C is a self-equilibrium matrix. 

(7)

∫

v
δεTρdV =

∫

V
δuTBT

ρdV =
NE∑

i=1

NGE∑

j=1

wij |J |ij BT
ij ρij

=
NG∑

i=1

C iρi = 0.

Figure 9 Equivalent von Mises stress distribution on structure under original design, optimal shakedown load design and optimal 
strength-to-weight efficiency design
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Additionally, following Akoa’s strategy [11] of tailoring to 
von Mises criterion, one can let

where

Then we may rephrase (5) as the following form for 
two load cases, i.e., NL=2.

It is worth noting that such mathematical form can be 
extended to the three or more load cases which is usu-
ally called high dimension shakedown form. �·�2 here is 
the Euclidean norm of a vector, γ r represents a column 
vector in R5 whose five components corresponding to 
the first five rows of S

(
σ
e
r1 − σ

e
r2

)
 . Observe the optimi-

zation problem (5) and (14), one may draw a conclusion 
that the rephrased optimization problem is regular, 
nonlinear and convex. In addition, one may view ur1 
and yr1 as a variable substitution of σ r1:

(8)Mr =
√
2σYrDrL

−T,

(9)
Dr =

[
(CrT )1 (CrT )2 (CrT )4 (CrT )5 (CrT )6

]
,

(10)N =
[
(C1T )3 (C2T )3 ... (CNGT )3

]
,

(11)w1 =
NG∑

r=1

Crσ
e
r1,

(12)L =





√
2√
2
2

√
6
2

1
1
1




,

(13)T =





1
2

1
2

1
2

− 1
2

1
2

1
2

− 1
2 − 1

2
1
2 √

6
6 √

6
6 √

6
6





.

(14)

maximize
ur1,ur2,y1,α

−α,

subject to

NG∑

r=1

Mr(ur1)+ N
(
y1
)
− αw1 = 0,

ur1 − ur2 = αγ r,

�ur1�2 ≤ 1,

�ur2�2 ≤ 1, r= 1,...,NG.

Such variable substitution also serves the tailoring 
strategy which will lead to a better computational effi-
ciency. Eq. (14) is a typical second order cone program-
ming (SOCP) problem which can be solved quickly 
using the interior-point methods (IPM). The problem 
is then submitted to Gurobi which is a SOCP power-
ful solver based on IPM to calculate the maximum load 
factor α and its associated self-equilibrated residual 
stress ρ .
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